HEREFORD ENTERPRISE ZONE
EXECUTIVE BOARD
21 APRIL 2015
Present:
Bill Jackson (BJ) Chair
Tracey Goodwin (JG)
Geoff Hughes (GH)
Neil Kerr (NK)
Mark Pearce (MP)
Councillor Roger Phillips (RP)

In attendance:
Nick Webster (NW)
Dorothy Coleman (DC)
Steve Burgess (SB) – for item 5

ACTION
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Glyn Morgan
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
As per Register of Members’ Interests.
3. MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 17 MARCH 2014
The minutes of the meeting held on 17 March were approved as a correct record.
4. MATTERS ARISING NOT ELSEWHERE ON THE AGENDA
Enterprise Zone Board support of projects
NK referred to a previous meeting at which the Board had expressed a preference for a
particular route for the proposed A49/A465 road. On reflection it was agreed that the
Board should continue to seek to influence issues such as this of relevance to the EZ.
However the Board should confine their consideration and expression of support in
general terms rather express more precise preferences on routes which should be left to
the appropriate delivery agents. In this case, the Board supported the principle of the
South Wye Transport Package, and it was acknowledged that the determination of the
route rested with the Council. The major exception would be infrastructure investments
within the Zone boundary where input into the precise delineation of routes could be
expected.
Minute 6b Events & Exhibitions
BJ reported that the team had attended Regen15, a national conference for regeneration
professionals and business leaders, and some useful contacts had been made.
Consideration was being given to attendance at other conferences/events with the
Marches LEP team.
5. ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION/DECISION
a) Transport issues
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Rotherwas Rail
SB reported that the feasibility work had been commissioned, and on receipt of the
report, would be presented to Cabinet in June. The Board agreed to support this should a
business case be made for locating. SB would ask MP for comments on the draft feasibility
work.
South Wye Transport Package
The planning application would be submitted the following week, and the Zone would be
contacted as part of the consultation process. The application would potentially be
presented to committee in August. Mairead Lane was continuing to progress the
construction scheme. This would be an 18-month to 2-year build which could open by
early 2017.
MP agreed to write a few bullet points giving reasons for the Zone’s support for the new
road.
Core Strategy
Following further consultation on aspects of the Core Strategy it was expected that the
Inspector’s report would be received in June, with full adoption in July/August.
Holme Lacy Road improvements
SB asked for feedback on the draft proposals for improvements on the Holme Lacy Road
circulated after the last Board meeting.
Local Transport Plan
The LTP came to an end this year and the aim was to draft a new long term strategy and
submit to Cabinet by October with adoption by March 2016.
Travel Plan Co-ordinator
Anna Newey had been seconded from JMP to work in the Zone team for 12 months. She
would be working with all new investors to assist them in writing travel plans and
encouraging reduction in car use to and from work. She would also work with individual
businesses on the Estate to generate increased interest and providing information on
public transport, car sharing etc. She would also set up a business forum which would
champion sustainable transport to their colleagues and other businesses.
b) Sales issues/plot disposals
MP reported receipt of 2 new investment proposals received and the Board agreed that
both met the eligibility criteria for locating on the Zone and that the interests be taken
forward.
MP also updated the Board on discussions held with the planning officer relating to a
potential investment.
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c) EZ expansion
MP referred to discussions at the recent Members meeting when it had been reported by
the government representative that other EZs had received government approval for
expansion and changes to their designations. It was agreed that GH and MP would look at
options for expansion to bring back to the Board after the elections.

GH /
MP

d) LEP development day
BJ reported on the LEP Board away day held on 15 April, with particular reference to a
presentation given by Paul Forrester of West Midlands Economic Forum (to be circulated).
It had been concluded that the LEP should build on existing strengths and its position to
seek more opportunities for joint working with Wales and other local authorities.
e) Review of inward investment approach
MP circulated a report reviewing the CMI contract which had come to an end on 31
March. Over the 3 years of the contract, a total of 610 companies had been contacted in
the 8 specialist niche areas identified. Of these 113 had some initial prospects, with 38
followed through with detailed engagement. These continued to be longer term
prospects.
Since September, Mike Price, Inward Investment Director, had continued to follow up
these contacts and had also been contacting larger companies in Herefordshire and
elsewhere in the UK with a view to identifying potential investors and lead generation
opportunities.
As a result of this work some significant connections had been brokered between one of
CMI’s contacts and a local company, with a pilot venture moving forward, and the
possibility of a second venture under discussion. Other new leads had also been
generated, one of which had resulted in the EZ being placed on a short list of 2 sites for a
major new manufacturing installation.
Building on the success of these recent contacts, it was proposed to retain the existing
services and continue with this approach until the end of the year, attending/exhibiting at
selects events/conferences, and working with the new LEP director to raise the profile of
the Marches LEP, and with UKTI to finalise the way it promotes the EZ through its
emerging mechanisms and priorities.
The Board agreed with this approach and to going back out to the market at the end of the
year for a new inward investment support appointment for the following 2 years.

f) Hereford Enterprise Zone Directorships
MP reminded Directors that under the Company articles, their appointments were for a 33

MP
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year period, renewable annually. All confirmed their wish to remain as Directors, noting
that RP’s appointment was subject to re-election.

MP

6. MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REPORT
a) Sales
The client timelines table and disposals map were considered and MP outlined progress
on each potential investment.
b) Marketing
Communications and PR
The recent press coverage of the University of Wolverhampton’s 3-year tenancy at Skylon
Court was noted.
Other media coverage was discussed.
It was reported that the Marches LEP PR contract had been put out to tender again and
that interviews were due to be held the following week.
c) Infrastructure
Broadband
The second phase of the broadband ducting had now been completed. MP would be
speaking to the Council about the legal, financial and procurement issues around bringing
in a commercial operator to use the infrastructure to deliver services to business clients.
In addition to providing a new service, this would also provide the EZ/Council with a return
for its investment.
Landscaping/site works
The next phase of this work was to be procured.

MP

MP

d) Direct Investment
Skylon Court
Most of the work would be completed by the end of June. In addition to the University of
Wolverhampton tenancy there was greater demand for space than would be available.
S5
The design and build contract was out to tender.
There had been approaches from 2 SMEs looking to rent rather than buy and build, and
MP was pursuing the opportunity with the Council to build bespoke units to meet that
demand.
7. RELATED PROJECTS
Heritage Project
MP and NK would be meeting with Bearwood Associates to finalise the proposal for
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submission to the Heritage Lottery Fund on 23 April.
8. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Mobile CCTV
It was noted that a bid had been submitted by the Police to the Police and Crime
Commissioner’s crime projects grant scheme for mobile cameras on the estate. If
successful, the cost of managing the cameras would be borne by the police.
Business Crime Seminar
Inspector Semper had organised a Business Crime Seminar which would take place on 23
April.
Lord Lieutenant’s Visit
The Lord Lieutenant of Herefordshire, and the Deputy Lieutenant would be visiting the
Zone on 9 June.
9. DATE OF NEXT MEETING
2.00pm on Tuesday 16 June
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